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•The only school in Southeastern Europe with 
EQUIS and AACSB accreditations
•Highly qualified teaching staff

•Student organization for international student
•The most favorable conditions for students

•Study programs offered in English language 
•Excellent connections with the business community
•International students from all over the world

Why my host university is 
the best place to study?



How Erasmus Mundus has changed my life?

Erasmus Mundus gave and gives me again a great opportunity to
 be an international student in one of the best European University! 

For me as experienced labour force it is great possibility to obtain all 
required knowledge which I realized lacked during my work practice.

It’s the time when I understand that to be a student is the precious 
time for young people, but  most of us just dream to finish it as soon 

as possible and get a job. )))
I'm grateful to Erasmus Mundus program, because I know

what I want in future, and this MBA program is one huge step for my dream! 
So now I appreciate, cherish this moment and I try to spend it as effective 

as possible.



How Erasmus Mundus has changed my life?



The best in the Erasmus Mundus - the opportunity to learn 
the culture of the country where you are! 

I admire with Ljubljana and its inhabitants,nature, 
and in general whole Slovenia! Besides, we are spreading the 

culture of our country at the same time.
The vast importance also is that on this site you meet 

a lot of people from different countries with different cultures, 
opinions and ideas that only benefit to each participant.



The first difference after coming to Slovenia - was the TIME differencies)))
Now we can already safely say that here all different and new for us.
Sport - this is important and the best that we see in the Slovenians! 

Pets - dogs in particular.
Cleanliness, order of the streets and the thoughts of slovenians are amaze! 

To the environment here is drawn a lot of attention !
Nature is wonderful! But honestly sun rarely peeks, but we got used to it.

Well, about student life and the university - it is primarily 
government support young people.

Meal Coupon (one of the best for foreigners discovering )))), 
urbana card, subvention on housing, student organizations.... 

All this enables young people to devote himself to science, 
and not to think about how to survive tomorrow .

How is the everyday life different from my home city?



AND THE BEST COORDINATORS!

Thanks a lot and respect to them!!!


